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Can’t get to the Festival? 

How about joining us in spirit? 
 

Second Light offers two ‘full course’ Series of workshops based on  

our 2014 and 2015 anthologies, HER WINGS OF GLASS and FANFARE.  

Quote ‘Can’t go’ in correspondence to receive 

a discount of £10 on either Series. 

Normal price, for individuals, is £40. Price includes a copy of the anthology. 

 

Too much work? We also offer a one-day (5 hours +) workshop  

by Myra Schneider: Perceptions of Time. Price £8. 

 
more and order at www.secondlightlive.co.uk/remote.shtml 

 

Second Light Spring Festival 2018 

 

Friday 25th & Saturday 26th May 

 
 

The Art Workers Guild, 6 Queen Square, London, WC1N 3AT 

 

Journey into the Interior 

WORKSHOPS 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

GILLIAN ALLNUTT        WENDY FRENCH 

HANNAH LOWE        CAROLINE PRICE 

~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

& 2 OPEN MIC events with GUEST READERS: 

 

GILLIAN ALLNUTT      MARGARET EDDERSHAW 

DENISE McSHEEHY      CAROLINE PRICE 

 

Workshops are for women only 

 

Open Mic readings are by women only 

 

Men welcome at readings 

 

Second Light Network of Women Poets 

 

BOOKING FORM: www.secondlightlive.co.uk/downloads/spr18.pdf 



 Journey into the Interior 

Second Light Spring Festival 25 & 26 May 2018 

Workshops are for women only. Open Mic readings are by women only. 

Men are welcome to attend the readings. 

Friday 25th 

10:30am – 1pm, Wendy French workshop: Bric-Brac or The Junk Shop in 

our Head? In this workshop we look at all the rooms in our head. The rooms 

we inhabit each day and we will write about the rooms where we linger and the 

rooms that we fear to enter. We will discuss poems written around this subject. 

 

1:45 – 4:15pm, Caroline Price workshop: One of poetry’s main functions is 

to convey emotional truth. But how does it do that? In this workshop we’ll be 

exploring different ways of entering the mind’s eye and finding physical form / 

shape for the thoughts and feelings that lie beneath the surface of everyday life.  

 

4:45 – 6pm Guest Poets – Denise McSheehy, Caroline Price + Open Mic 

 

Saturday 26th  

10:30 am – 1pm, Hannah Lowe workshop: We will read poems about 

memory, that evoke and problematise memory, challenge linearity, or inscribe 

unsettled/unsettling memories. We’ll use these to prompt our own poems, 

considering how choice of form might take a poem to a more ambitious place. 

 

1:45 – 4:15pm, Gillian Allnutt workshop: Approaches to the Interior: – we’ll 

look at different ways of getting there and especially by the way of listening. 

Bring pen, paper, ear. 

 

4:45 – 6pm Guest Poets: Gillian Allnutt, Margaret Eddershaw + Open Mic 

PRIORITY BOOKING FOR SECOND LIGHT MEMBERS.    

4 Workshops £92 (£65conc) (reading events free) 

2 Workshops £50 (£35 conc)      Single workshop £35 (£25conc) 

 

Concessions are not age-related, but for those on very low income 

Need help with travel costs? www.secondlightlive.co.uk/accesstopoetry.shtml 

The Art Workers Guild, 6 Queen Square, London, WC1 (Russell Sq tube) 

www.secondlightlive.co.uk 

Journey into the Interior 

Before ‘psychology’ was invented poets were leading 

investigators of the human psyche. This ranges from in 

depth ‘characterisation’, including poems in voice, to 

explorations of how the mind works (Ted Hughes’ 

Thought-Fox?) including visions, dreams, unusual and 

troubled states of mind, artistic vision and creativeness. 

 

                ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Gillian Allnutt’s latest collections are How the Bicycle Shone, New and 

Selected Poems (2007), indwelling (2013) and, due out in May this year, 

Wake (all published by Bloodaxe). In February 2017 she received The 

Queen’s Gold Medal for Poetry. Her collections Nantucket and the Angel 

and Lintel were both shortlisted for the T S Eliot Prize. 

 

Wendy French is a prize-winning poet and professional tutor in the field 

of creative writing with (often) special reference to health and well-

being. She chaired Lapidus 2007-8. Her latest book, Thinks itself a Hawk 

(Hippocrates, 2016), is a collection of poems stemming from her 

residency at the MacMillan Cancer Centre.  

 

Hannah Lowe’s first collection, Chick (Bloodaxe) was shortlisted for 

the Forward Prize and won the Michael Murphy Memorial Prize for 

Poetry. She is one of the 3rd selection of 20 New Generation poets and 

teaching fellow at Oxford Brookes University. Her second collection is 

Chan (Bloodaxe).  

 

Caroline Price is a violinist and teacher. She has published short stories 

and 4 poetry collections, the latest, Picnic on the rocks, with frog 

(Shoestring Press, 2017) and was runner-up in the Tom-Gallon Award 

(Society of Authors, 2015). She tutors for the Poetry School and has 

undertaken residencies/workshops in England/France in recent years. 

http://www.secondlightlive.co.uk/accesstopoetry.shtml
http://www.secondlightlive.co.uk/

